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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a framework for location-based service
discovery using U1-Chip, which is a wireless communica-
tion module specialized in fast device discovery and burst
data communication. These features are enabled by using
different frequency channels and media access control (MAC)
protocols between discovery stage and communication stage.
We show some application examples of the U1-Chip, and
then present prototype implementation and evaluation.
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INTRODUCTION
In ubiquitous computing environment, many small smart de-
vices provide various services anywhere, and we can en-
joy services at anytime with a mobile terminal device like
a PDA. To get connectivity easily and rapidly with them,
low-power short-range wireless communications have be-
come a key technology. Therefore the Bluetooth and Zig-
Bee have been developed as wireless personal area networks
(WPANs) until now.

However, they are targeted at a continuous communication
forming a personal area network and are not always suited
to practical services. There are many services completed
within a short and burst communication of several Kbytes
data, for example, acquiring available information from sur-
roundings, or getting control of devices around the user. We
call these services “instant services”. It is important for in-
stant services to discover services rapidly and transmit data
in bursts.

To realize these communications, we have developed a low-
power and low-cost wireless communication module called
U1-Chip. The U1-Chip uses very low-rate channel for reduc-
ing power consumption. However, using different frequency
channels and MAC protocols between discovery stage and
communication stage, it can accomplish both fast device dis-
covery and burst data communication.

IMPLEMENTATION
We have developed the U1-Chip prototype shown in Figure
1. It consists of an H8S microcontroller from Renesas and a
CC1020 RF transceiver from Chipcon. The size of prototype
is 3 cm× 3 cm.

Figure 2 shows a message sequence chart of the U1-Chip. A
master is a device requesting service discoveries (usually a
user terminal device) and a slave is a device providing a ser-
vice. At discovery stage, the adaptive tree walk protocol[1]
is used in control channel to associate with slaves rapidly.
At communication stage, a master and a slave occupy one
data channel, and transmit data in bursts with carrier sense
multiple access (CSMA) protocol.

For these communications, we designed a protocol stack
shown in Figure 3 and implemented it on the U1-Chip proto-
type. The details of each layer are described in the following
sections.
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Figure 1: Overview of the U1-Chip
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Figure 2: Message sequence chart
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Figure 3: Protocol stack

Table 1: Physical layer specifications

Frequency band 429.25 – 429.7375 MHz
Number of channels 40 channels

Modulation FSK
Raw data rate 4800 bps

Range 10 m

Physical Layer
The physical layer specifications of the U1-Chip prototype
are shown in Table 1. A master only discovers physically
near slaves because of the limitation of radio range. Thus
location-based services are provided for the user.

MAC Layer
The prototype has 40 frequency channels. One of them is
a control channel, and the rest are data channels. We use
different MAC protocols in each channel: the adaptive tree
walk protocol in control channel, and CSMA protocol in
data channels.

The adaptive tree walk protocol uses a tree algorithm for
channel arbitration. It is effective at discovery stage because
it acts as a contention protocol to provide low delay when
the number of slaves is small, but it acts as a collision-free
protocol to provide good channel efficiency when the num-
ber of slaves is large. We use a quadtree composed of tree
IDs of slaves. A tree ID consists of a service class of 2 bytes
and an address of 8 bytes. The service class represents a cat-
egory of service provided by the slave, and the address is a
unique identifier for each U1-Chip.

The protocol works as follows: First, a master sends a query
packet for all slaves. The slaves receiving this packet send
a reply packet at different timings depending on their first 2
bits of tree ID, i.e. reply packets are sent to the master in
4 different time slots after the query packet. If there is 0 or
1 reply packet in a slot, the master can receive the packet
successfully. But if there are more packets, a collision oc-
curs. In this case, there are many slaves having the same
tree ID prefix, therefore the master continues to send a query
packet for this group of slaves recursively until discovering
all slaves.

On the other hand, CSMA protocol is used in data channel
for burst data communication. ACK packet is used to raise
reliability of communication.

Link Management Layer
At the beginning of the communication stage, this layer looks
for an available data channel with carrier sense and assigns
it to a slave. This data channel is released when a communi-
cation is finished.

Transport Layer
In data channels, datagrams are divided into 1 Kbytes seg-
ments for reducing the risk of data loss. Fragmentation and
reassembly are implemented in this layer.

Communication Layer
The U1-Chip uses request / response communication proto-
col like HTTP at the communication stage. This layer pro-
vides application programming interface (API) to use this
protocol for application layer.

EVALUATION
As a preliminary evaluation, we measured the discovery time
in both experiment and simulation. Figure 4 shows the time
that a master spent for discovering all slaves at 4800 bps. In
experiment, the tree IDs of slaves were fixed. In simulation,
we assigned random tree ID to slaves at each simulation,
and computed the average and the standard deviation of the
discovery time for 300 times.

The experimental result is mostly contained within the range
of standard deviation of the simulation although the discov-
ery time depends on the distribution of the tree IDs of slaves.
The master can discover about 5 slaves within a second at
4800 bps.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have designed and developed the U1-Chip
that is a low-power and low-cost wireless communication
module for fast device discovery and burst data communi-
cation. We have measured the device discovery time and
presented that we can accomplish fast device discovery in
spite of low data rate. Currently we are developing practical
applications of the U1-Chip.
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Figure 4: Evaluation of the discovery time


